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ШЪлл I think of Д о voderx theory of heavy quarkenlom I re-

call «a* beginning of one of the «tori*» In "Geeta Впмаогш*. It

sounds like that* A noble man has a white cow -which he liked тегу

much because she was white and because che gave milk. The existing

theory of heavy quark state* la one of the aost elegant branches

of QCD ("white"), and, what may be «ore Important, it prorides

with unique poasibilities In investigation of other issues, such

as physios of glueballc, properties of the jton-pertuarbative QGD

vacuum, and ao on ("gives milk")*

Ш my talk I will not try to summarise all theoretical know-

ledge on the subject - even a brief review of various competing

approaches would take too much time* Instead, I will concentrate

on a few results, which, I think, migjafc stimulate further develop-

ment* Xhe main tipoos are:

(1) Masses and leptonie widths of QQ levels from QCD roles;

(ii> Pre-£ouloab behai?ivdr of heavy systems;

(Hi) Holtlpole ezpenuien 1л decays <¥* -ьЗ/ИПГ, Х
>
-*¥тпГ,

. • • • • ;

(IT) Sseltasive hadronio decays»

Some ether questions to be diseussed in brief are:

the spectrum of open charm and beauty states, offests due to weak

Interaction, radiative decays and the problem of glueballs. I

would like to notice in advance that the non- aativietic potent-

tial aode?>Jwhich served as a basis for very many papers devoted

to QQ states is only occasionally mentioned. Xhis is not because

Л е model has become unpopular but, rather, because it seems to

be «ell-kaown to the audienoe. Chare exists a lot «.* nice reviews;
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*• -Wrritten by experts and exhaustive account of latest results is

given by Martin at the Lisbon Conferencel^J.

1. SPECTRUK.

Quarks and Their Masses

Existence of two heavy quarks, e and b, is established now

for certain* Their electric charges are +2/3 and -1/3 and they

fortr the charnsonium and bottonitm fasd.li.ea, respectively. It is

usually believed that there should exist the third heavy quark, t,

not yet found experioentelly, with electric charge +2/3.

The most important characteristic cf heavy quarks is their

mass. Since they are permanently confined one cannot weigh an

isolated quark just in the same way as one does it, say, with

mions. Still, it is possible to introduce the notion of the so

celled current quark - an object which is essentially deprived of

its gluonic cloud, (xo be nor* exact, only soft gluons are elimina-

ted, hard gluons result in logarithmic effects which are readily

accounted for).

The current quark aass depends on a normalization point and

enter all calculations which are based on fundamental chromodyna-

zaics. Рог с and b quarks it was deterBinedl7*'Jl>om QCO sun rules

(see below):

m
r
 •= 1.35 GeV, и. ~ 4.60 GeV , (1)

I quote here the numbers referring to an en-shell masa - a

gauge invariant quantity well defined in perturbation theory.

Euclidean BASS, also often mentioned is literatureL
4
i

y
 is gauge

dependent . Say, in the Landau gauge
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and in other gauges the coefficient of the о(
ж
 ten vtfries. lor

charmed quark* there ezlat at preaent many independent estimates

of euclidean nasaL*» J. they all.agree irith each other and with

eq.(l):

m
c
 <r 1.25 GeV (p

2
 • -n

2
 , Landau gauge). (2)

Unfortunately, the situation with Ъ quarks is worse. The only rele-

vant analysis which I am aware of <- Jyields m^ (euclidean) S 4.26

GeV, and this number is too snail - in order to agree with eq. (1)

it should, be larger by approximately 150 HeV« She discrepancy is

presumably due to tite fact that certain Coulombic effecta impor-

tant in the 1С family were neglected in»- J.

Those who work with constituent quarks usually get larger

oaeses. Shis is natural, of course, since they icnlude in their

quarks BOB» gluon dots as well.

It is worth noting that

but

While eq.(3) ia quite transparent, eq. (4) might seam-surprising.

Indeed, jconfinement effects tend to increase the mass of the reso-

nance as compared to the doubled mass of the quark. What happened

in the bb system? In the A* family tke Coulomb attraction becomes

numerically important and overeompensatea the poeitire mass shift
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due to confinement forces.

As for the hypothetical t quark, its absenoe in' DESY implies

thatf]

a
t
 > 18.5 QeV ' (5)

Sow, to understand the quarkonium spectrum we should know,

apart fros the quark masses, the nature of the binding forces. Ac-

cording to modern views quarks live in a complicated medium - noa-

perturoati-ve QCD Tacuum, densely populated by long-range fluctuat-

ions of gluon fields. These non-perturbative fluctuations lower

the vacuum energy-density as compared to its perturbatuve value.

If one injects a QQ pair the quark color field somewhat freezes

the fluctuations in the surrounding domain •?" Jwhich results in an

effective attraction between Q and Q .

It is important to realise that in real systems like J/т or

*- the attraction force can be described Ly no static potential
t

Indeed, the impact on the gluon aedium can be reduced to a poten-

tial only if the medium has time to tune itself and follow the

(slow) quark motion. In other words, th« potentiality condition is

where CO danotes a characteristic frequency. In the charmonium

and upsilonium families the characteristic frequencies are of

order

a
{и
л - ««/ - *#• - "r' '

 M
* ~ * * <&,

 m

and frequencies inherent to the gluonic medium are approximately

the same. Validity of the multipole expansion (see below) implies

even that QLJL ^^te*4c ^
 I:f
 *°»

 o n e c a n
 •

x
P

e c t
 large deviations
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from the potential picture* The expectation, is confirmed, in a

sense, Ъу recent analyses of various reletivistic effectslr4L

Gluon Conde'P^ate

Peculiar properties of the QCD vacuum responsible for the

formation of- epectrum are not yet understood completely. Still,

come coarse characteristics are Imown. She net effect of long-

range gluon fluctuations is measured, for instance, by the vacuum

expectation value of gluon field squared

lvae> ^ о . (8)

On one hand, this parameter reduces in a straightforward «ay to the

vacuum energy densityl'J

where ^n-3 is the energy mometttum tensor. I used the fact that

&/*/*. is determined in QCD by the so called triangle

M

On the other hand, the gluon condensate (6) plays a special ro?.e

in heavy quarjtoniaB physios. Shy? lae <$} piwlr forming a quarkonium

level is in a colorless state, and, henoe, itc coupling to the та-

eunm fields is of * dipole type.

do)
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 в

where Ь is the chromoelectxlc field and ^
 2
 «tend for the

color SU(3) generator» acting on the quark and antiquark indices,

respectively. Рог transition* between colorless states the first

order tern in E ^ vanishes, and the leading effect reduces to the

second order term proportional to

plus further iterations.

She vacuum expectation value (8) «as introduced in

where its magnitude was estimated from chaxaonium SUB rules:

А*
2
 \

Recent enalysesl?»
8
*

1
*'

1
^!based on siailar principles but invol-

ving sore data indicate that it can actually be larger by a factor

of 1.5-2.

Cooparlag eqs.(ll) and (9) we see that £«*•«. i* negative.

Shis is is full accordance with the fact that in a confining theo-

ry nos-perturbative fluctuations should lowar the vacuum vomrgj

density.

Bre—Coulomb Behaviour'

In one particular case information coded in eq.(11) is suffi-

cient to build a genuine and exhaustive tlieory of quarJconium le-

vels. If the quark mass m is large enough the quarks are bound

essentially by the Coulomb for» at distenets of order Кщ «here

i« eXrta by the following relations
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(a le the principle quantm matter). At large jf^ the radius of

the orbit le sawll compared to the characteristic war* length of

-Ым т н ш fluctuations, end hence

all higher-order non-pcrturbatlTs affaota can ba neglected. The

lifa of quarka become* simple: they foxm a CouLonb ayatea «fclch

experience*, bowvar, the laflnanea of aa external eooatant field,

fhia field la (a) weak, (Ъ) random, M ohroaoeleetrio («torrect-

iana due to nini—i—fljiajtin fielda are suppresaod by two powers of

Being pat la fhia way the problem has ел elegant and exact

solution (baaed on the ореха/tor product expansion) originally

scrlbecl by Toloahin and Leutwyler С ~J. They aanaged to find an

analytio aaswer for the 1ет»1 shifts, xuuwly

(14)

where €r la the orbital angnlar а»шми1иа and A^ la a known

coefficient function of order mlty
f
 aay, && Si I.65,

&3m ** 1-78, etc. (• stands for the so called on-ahall

see diaousslon above), this foranla can be» perhapa, useful 1л

phewnology; it ia evwa swre laportant theoretically since it

proTidas a quantitatite answer to the question at which quark

aea tits Couloatb-like picture sets in«

Я м expansion paraaeter in *q. (14) is, evidently,
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and it becomes cf order unity in the bb" system. (I mean the ground

state, 1ц( Ы > ) — 0.96 Ge7 if tf« (GeV) = 0„3; i.e. A .=

- 100 UeV). For lighter queries the binding force has nothing to do

with the Coulomb interaction, and the latter ±a completely negli-

gible. On the contrary, heavier quarks form almost perfect Coulomb

levels with very small deviations* The upsilon family lies some-

where inbetween - here the Coulomb tonne are competing with non~

perturbativ* on*s.

It is instructive to examine also t»he n dependence which

turns out to be very sharp* Already the first excited level in bF

is completely non-Coulomb. Рог »*2 the lower boundary of the Cou-

lomb domain shifts to в ̂  20 GeV. For such masses the number of

excited levels below the continuum threshold is rather large lr~j

and one cac enjoy a rich spectrum of dynamical scenarios in one

and the same quarkonium family.

Of much practical interest is the result for Г ( 1 ^ ( " * ^ * jl

r«nL.H+T* i+f; ̂ Ч т » <* / г .
 (1
5)

I quote here the expression derived by Voloshin, Leutwyler's one

ia somewhat different. С
 #
 ie purely Coulombic width,
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IF")
 (1W

and a correction factor |i-f A*/*y\ ie due to the S-boson

coatributionL
20
J. Th» curve for a reduced width,

l
 I *+*• Л !г *

la displayed is fig.l. It ia aurpriaiaglT flat in the domain

в £10 Ge? where the reault ia reliable. When a become leaa than

10 GeV, the ̂ oloahin-Leutwyler theory faila, and other aethoda

should be and were aueceacfully applied for calculation of quaxko-

п1чв paras» tere.

12-

» •

Ю-

9-

>

VH. Ml

T

i

я

\

\

eery not to

[70% U% \\%
t I t

/bautm
.маав^аш^аавк!

«0

fig.l. Theoretical prediction for the reduced leptonic width, eq.

(17), veraua guark яааа. the eaperiaental point* for 2t^f

. and Ж are drawn for coapariaon* The nuabera ia the upper

part of the plot indicate the value of the G
2
 correction.
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She else of chaxaenium and upbilonlum is too large to apply

directly the technique described a^ove. Still, there exists a

roundabout way, a certaie extrapolation procedure, allowing one to

extract accurate predictions for lowest-lying states with varlon»

quantuD numbers in term* of fundamental quantities.

Consider, say, the vector channel in cfearamium. The spectral

density fi
e
 is defined In a standard way

where СГ (e
+
e~ —> chaxm) includes *У/т • , higher resonances,

and charged continuunu Everybody knows that single гезовашее struo-

turee are not resolved in present-day QCD and only sneered cross

section is predicted. -Zhus, ire are forced to век* foznally a step

back as compared to the situation discussed above. Instead of a

particular level we consider now weighted suns ovrnr вату levels.

However, if the weight function is steep enough, the sua may be

practically saturated by the lowest-lying state, and we arrive at

a (quasi) theory of such states.

In other words, everything depends on our ability to calcu-

late integrals ^H^C$)^(s)di with stoep weight functions. Just

like the world Matory is sometime reduced to as enumeration of

battles ecd kings, the hiatory of QCD is expressed by a list of

functions 4r($) discussed theoretically in this or that period

of time*

Sue to time limitation it Is impossible to trace now ancient

historyL
21
"

2
^l although all the stages were, of course, very impor-

tant. At present, the approach to resonance physics based on QCD

sum rules is alxeady a well-developed method with a rather wide
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range of application*.

She basic theoretical stepa are simple. We- etart with a tiro-

point function with appropriate quantum numbers, for instance, to

analyse E
c
 we choose

She simplest graph contributing to Пд** . is depicted in fig. 2.

Moreover, due to famous asymptotic freedom LrTj it is the ?л1у one

which survives in deep euclidoan domain of Q . la one- ;o-one cor-

respondence to asymptotic freedom there is a trivial paootb. beha-

viour of H
c
(s) at large s.

-***»! V"'*'

Pig*2. The lowest-order diagram for the correlation
function (18). Continuous lines depict heavy

• ' quarks sad wavy lines currents»

When we move from the euclidean domain towards the physical

one interactions become important bringing in some additional mass

scale, Bespectlvely, the smooth curve for &
c
(s} becomes less smooth

at smaller s, and there appear resosance structures. '

The interaction which shows up first end turns out to bo most

important is depicted in fig.3. She crosses on the gluon lines In-

dicate that they are non-perturbative, and the diagram reduces to

vacuum expectation value (8) times a known function, of Q
2

•-о-
Coupling of quarks to vacuum fields.
Sashed liama depict gluons.
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On the other band, Пд»о can fce exfftessed in terms of E
c

via «he general dispersion relation. Bras, «he resonance properti-

ea appear to be correlated with the fundamental vacuum рагаяеэдта.

I ecip a lot of details here which are essential bat, perhaps,

not so interesting to the audience* She list of technicalitiea is

тегу large s moment technique, Borel transforaation (relativiatic

and nos-relativistic), vacuum expectation values.o? higher-dises-

sion operators,, aad so on and so ootu Zhose, who are Interested,

should look through original paperslr^J. Just to illustrate charac-

teristic features of the method let a» reproduce a plot frsn one

of the first workst
7
j(fig.4). It display» the ratio of the msJants

(19)

versus n . For large a ali the eontrioutions except for the

die away, and %, -* MjM, • turfortunately, in present-day theo-

ry it is iaposaible to tend n to 00 sinoe non-pertorbati've

гатят blow up. At n « 5-6, however, the ten» proportional to 4f% S

is still controllable. On the other hand, at such n the «^V^

contribution exceeds 95*. Thus, the %7/т пит is fixed in

terms of the quark mass to one percent accuracy.

Historically the problem was reversed: the quark mass and *

Kfit^y were fitted to reproduce М|до. With these parameters in

hand masses of other ground levels are unambiguously predicted, I

would like to show you recent results for ©harmonium ? levels

obtained by Beiaders et al. I
8
1 (flg.5). In all toe eases there is

a nice stability plateau (this fact is due to morn technical i*p-

rovemex.js worked out i n M ) , Its position 1» la excellent agreement
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0J2 -

aor -

0Л»

Pig» 4» Che ratio of momenta versus в. (Рог definitions

see frq.(19). Arrow А шатка the 20/£ level for the
^jGj^y oorrectioiu Arrow 3 separates the regions
of small and large experimental uncertainties:
to the right of this arrow toe uncertainty is
Arrow D shows the aeyaptotic value of t^,

with the experimental value of mass. 2b* authors also predict the

position of Я м elusive level:

MCl m 3.51 + 0.01 Ge? (20)

Shis aeeas to be the most accurate and reliable estimate existing

to-day and, I believe, it will be confiraed after the discovery of

the Iral.

She aaalogotw analysis in the upsilon ftatily is -feaqpered by

necessity of accounting for the Covlosb interaction» All difficul-

ties were overcome, one by one, in worTcs by VoloehinU
25
» ^Jwho

used a non-relativistic version of the Borel technique.

He consider» first the 1" ohaaael tmd extracts the precise

value of the Ъ-quark mass, which I have alret4y quoted. Then, he

addressed a harder problem of 1S»UP splitting. She final result

for M(1P) 1 Й

M(1P, bT - 9.83 + 0.03 CleT . (21)
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It ie interesting to note that various potential models give here

a spectrum of prediction ranging from 9*86 up to 9*94 (the most

typical number is 9.90-9-22). Future sxperinents reveal the degree

of our theoretical understanding.

1$

34

JJ

34

Ы

ISO

о)

I S 7 9 II 13 IS

12

l i l

3 S ? t И JJ 15
•—•ft

Fie. 5. Muses of charmonium JP levels from QCD sum
rules (bOTi-owed-from r e f t e j )
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Spin, Bffeeta

Spin dependence of forces acting between bound quarks is ome

of the oldest questions ia quarkonita physics. Conventional one»

gluon exchange et-mriee to some spin effects suaanrised Ъу the

familiar Breit-Ferei HaalltonienL
2
^!. Shis is sot the and of the

story, however. Coupling of quarks to the **suu» gluon fields indu-

ces additional spin dependence, even at short distaaeea. Shis noa-

perturbetire contribution by no mean» can be reduced to any kind

of a potentialt
27
» Щ.

Perhaps, many of you reawaiber yet the draaatio gistory of the

*[й particle. It WAS found first at « wrong place, 2.83 6aT,

while the <JCB sua rules iaplied£?3

M - - 3.00 + 0.03 GeY.
' • • Л *

The Site discovery of the 2.98 state was thus сам of the wmioi euc-
4
-

омшша of the QCD-based ideas.

In a sens», the story repeats now la the DO* family. Ihere is

no unaniaou* opinion aaong theorists on the problsa of the i*~7v

mass differences lafestiebtors of the potential, aedels usually

give I
2
] 60 to 80 «*V, althou^i in som works a aftaller «iplittiag is

predicted (20 to 40 HtV according to ref.P^J). A rather subtle

analysis is required in order to extract ^V"*^*l. tnm the sum

rules* This was done \?э1 with the result

Ihe effects of gluon condensate hare turn out to be alnoat

, £ 5 MeT.
literally tlw шштш Mtboa MM UMd by M U t e i tt * 1 . (•] «to

ON « CO IWV. Parhai», this mabar la «r«rwtla«t«« Ь и о м i t 4ми вое
•ecoont Sac the Couleab oorraetiens.
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a*e«rtly it m proposed (17J to approach the problem from

l»rge-mass oide
fc
 Sufficiently heavy quarkonium levels' are Couloa-

bie, and the leading non-petturbative correction can be included

explicitly [l7, 30) • Say, the splitting in the ground state (n-1)

is [31Д

( 2 3 )

where T^l v ie the wave function which also contains two dis-

tinct terms:

(24)

\ f

Substituting here the b-quark mass, a^ « 4*8 GeV, one gets appro-

ximately 90 HeV. Unfortunately with such quark aaaa the expansion

parameter is bad, of order unity, and there are no reasons to beli-

eve that higher-order non-perturbative terms do not modify the

answer.

Secently Voloshin has noted £30j that the leading effect redu-

ces simply to «normalization of |4S|[o)] , and other non-pertur-

bative contributions can be bounded from above under reasonable

assumptions ( £. 5 MeV for bb") [32J . On the other hand, JYiC®)|

is known pbenoutenologically, frost V(')C~*M*J*s • -̂  'tnis wa3r we

HtV.
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where I included the flf*$ ) correction of raf . (31} Amusingly,

thia formula worka for J/т (glvea 60 + ЭР « 90 U»7), although

it ia not legitimate, of вошли, to и м it in dllll'MWl I

Of война, with «Mb. a emll S H I difference esperimental

aeazch for I) Ъёвапюа «A extremely difficult but honorable task.

MM for fin* aplittiag between I^&j bottonium states, it ia ex-

pected to be evan «ealler \di\t Д Ж
3
^ "

 3 p
o

)
 ^

 2 0
 **

Т
'

Д M(%2 " ^ 1 ^ ***
10
'*•• *or aa altemctiTe point of view soe

v

howerer, ref« J34J •

Baturains to the pal -family, I would like to notice that we

have now a new chance to check our theoretical abilitiea, km waa

azosotaaoed by Dr. Soharre, aa lf£ candidate ia found at SMC, and

M»t "*^i* " 9 2 + 5 •»¥• Zhia- number aeeaa reasonable theoreti-

cally, bet the detailed, asalyaia baaed on aodara riewa aay reveal

interesting aapecta»^'

llthoBgb this ia not quite my topic I cannot resist a

ion to aay at few word* about tha spectroseopy of open charm and

beauty statea. fae reoent works ^35, 3©^ baaed on the QCD sum ru-

les are devoted to this subject.

unlike charmonium or uaailosium levels the яаааёо of J> and В

mtaona are extremely sensitive to •nnliiei riiiirtamenlel characteria

tie of tha QCD vacuum,

â/me [^ ̂ |v*4. > ф О ' . Ы5)

where *r • u,d or a . She axlatenoe of tha quark oondenaate (25)

is known for a long time £тгЗ » however, over many year* it

feated itself only in pioa physica.
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The role of the quark condensate in {<$q} system* is striking

- it induces e very large splitting between opposite 'parity states.

The results of refs. J35, 36J are stsaaartsed in Table 1 (the numbers

are somewhat rounded)» '

Table 1
Masses of mesons, with
quark content bu or til).
Theoretical uncertainty
is about 100 H»¥.

Quantum nuabers

o-+ , i -

0 * * , 1**- •

вех. Зз

5.3

6.1

(GeV)
• ЯЛХФjb

5.2

6.0

Technical details are different - nonrelativietic borelisatioa in

one case and «oeent technique in the other - but the predictions

nicely agree within theoretical uncertainty of about 100 MeV. The

mass diffrence between negatitrt and positive parity states is 0.8

GeV. ?or coinparieon let us aotiee that the potential aodel gives

0*5
 a
eV for the open chana systam 3̂8]) •

It is important that the analysis needs no model assumptions

- fundamental тасшш parameters are immediately translated in the

language of observable quantities.

II. LBFTOBIC ABD РН0Т0ИС DBffilYS

VTfaat else do we Vn"*
?

The physics of heavy quarkonium is simpler than that of "old"

particles, but still it is much richer than* say, the problem of

hydrogen atom* In hydrogen, if one can calculate the energy levels,

one can calculate everything* else, and every new question would

be a mere repetition of the previous one. This is not the case
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with (Я • Zbtrtfon, I would like to discuss other 1 ш м , naaeiy,

leptcnie end httdronlo decay «odes» Such fluid of research as photo-

and hadroproduetian of J/т _ " #and so oa also attracts much

attention at present £3SjJ • Beyond say doubt these investigations

are informative and promising; however, discussion of the corres-

ponding problems would require a special talk.

She зав» sum rules which ere so useful in spectroscopy give

simultaneously leptonic widths of ground levels» All relativiatic

effects» renonaalizations, etc. are accounted fter autoaatically.

Tor J/T the result is known for already 3 yeaxs ̂ 4»7j , it ia in.

excellent agreeswnt with exftrieent, and, perhaps, there is no

need ia further on—wits» She situation with VQC+jtyjim intri-

guing» Due to large CoulosJb factors appearing in the sum rules

this decay rate is very sensitive to the value of Ы$ • The theory

requires \5°] : *

• 1.15 + 0.20 keV (26)

and

of
S
(tW/ „ o.3 + 0.03 . • (27)

It is impossible to violate these limits, at least if our basic

concepts are correct.

These numbers were obtained a couple of years ago when the

experimental situation was not clear,

Ihe world average for Г(Х'*/О*') quoted by Br. Schaaberger

today is
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Г
ёЖл
 . 1.17 + 0.05 keV .

As for the quark-gluon coupling constant, eq.(27) is also «release

by latest data. If before there existed a controversy on the mag-

nitude of the QCD scale parameter,

Л » 100-200 Me V or A - 500-700 leV

the question ±л definitely settled now. She current CERH muon ex-

periment favora [41J smaller A'* » and the data {4CQ on

&R(X-»/<Vy (3.3 + 0.5*) shows in the sane direction (for a detai-

led discussion see ref. \29J). I think that we should forget about

old estiaates of Jl and accept that d
s
 (1 GeV) ft 0.3* or A ^ j

• 100-150 MeT. Actually, the QCD SUK rules never adadtted a larger

value of 0̂ $ ХтЗ •

A few words about leptonic decays of D and В aesons, say,

2)-1^й^ and 6"*T»*^ • Is is convenient to introduce coupling

constants f-2> > Т в determining tite deoay amplitudes by

analogy with the familiar {fa-
 t

I
Estimates of *f"|D attracted attention not only in connection

with the 2>-***гЭ decay, but, mostly, 1л connection with various

models explaining D
+
/D°anomaly.

Ref. T36J presents the analysis of the two-point function

indueed by the current SYblfs't/ * ̂
 th±e

 * °
r k it ie

(28)
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Similar sum rules were considered in ref. £35] which gives a lar-

ger value of + A » however, one of the assumptions there seems

auspiciouos. In any case these numbers are much snaller than has

been conjectured to explain the D + - D° lifetime difference. It is

inatructuve to compare eq.(28) with the results based on other

principles. Say, the predictions [42j of the naive bag model are

several times larger. Future experiment will ohoose, of course, the

right scheme.

Prom QCD sum rules one can extract other leptonio couplings,

for instance, the two-photon widths of F levels. Some estimates

already exist ^23, 4J . Actually, they reduce to a refined QCD

duality - up to now effects due to the gluon condensate are not

calculated explicitly.

Hot to aalce a false impression it is worth mentioning that

not every quantity is immediately calculable in this way. Take,

for instance, radially excited states - neither their masses nor

coupling.constants are determined by the sum rules (in their pre-

sent form) with sufficient accuracy. Fortunately, these parameters

are more or less stable in the potential models. She energy-levels

of the first radial excitations seem to be insensitive to non-

potential effects; these effects also basically cancel in the

ratios

(see Table 2).

2.
State . Buchmuller . Martin • Experiewxt,

and lye, ref.2 rSf.17 ref.40
" '

2S, f * . 0.U 0.51 0.46+0.02 (f%)
• * in the poten-

3S , Y*' • °'32 °*35 °«3%""02 tial models.
4S, -у**. 0.26 0.27 0,23*0.02
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Я м potential nodel Ь н к н в already mentioned is connection

with various aspects of querkonitst physics. Also often used is the

traditional loo«l duality £ $ ] «bleb says that

r (29)

Eherald not ill—nrt fire» -Нам» aod«l«
v
 Ьо«»т»г, шэге than they

еав really give.

It ie iaportant to realise that the potential tlttiag char-

aosinm and «pailanim «peotra i* ZMthlag else than an effective

potential. It lias nothing to do wltb ti» j " w f w static energy of

infinitely heary quarks «htoh «ill to inferred, one day, fey inves-

tigators of the Wilson loop* the true static energy Bight reveal

itself in highly excited levtls («lightly below th* flavor thre-

ahold). Here the l«tt spaolngs are aaall and toe qoarJc freqoancies

are «uch less than tto— efaaracterUlng the glnon aeditau In other

words, in this case the potential Tangnago is folly justified from

th* theoretical point of viev.

The potential nodal is Inflispansiole for orientation and it

gives a nice overall picture! however, it cannot (tnd should not)

answer all subtle qneatioaci, snob «s fine splittings, precise de-

хетхпатхоп ох аеоау ш и ешш so on»

Xhe naive duality relations Шве (29) are esually exploited

in order to extvaot tiae ooopllngf of iatsons to various currents.

It ie well mown that the aaplitudee
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are well reproduced la 'Ala way.

О м origla of duality la quite t m i p v n t la quaalolaaaical

treetasnt of the Schrodiager equation {jfi\$ it ia, actually, of

a кота general nature and la explained by a loeal character of

interactiane, Conaider a virtual photon of high energy S which con-

verta to а <Я pair. SI» coaveraiaa takea plaoe at diataaeec ~1/Б

and ite probability iM proportional to в*(е
+
е" -• bare quarka).

Only at anch larger diataneea, Й » Е / \ , eonftne—nt effects

awitch on is ftill* Ihey play a role of a lare» box «blob aokee the

apeotron diacrete» She шт. отег oloae diaerate la-vela
v
 erldent-

ly, reproduoea flf (e
+
e~ -» bare ojaarka) up to terae of order

(1/1) to a poaitlre power.

Sraa
t
 the loeal daality for highly excited atatee la a ra-

ther trinal fact. Ite validity for the loweat atet», %7/\V ,

aeeae to be wore aurpriaiac May be, thia ahowe that J/f ia la

a-aenae alao «highly esoited* with reapeot to current quarka,

H-y/f . - 2»
e
(ourreat) — o«6 GeT,

With laereaaiag the quark в а м the accoraey of relation» (29)

Ьеооча woaeae. Actually, ia purely Coulcsbio aituatian the Coulomb

polea ahonld be added by haul to the right-hand aide of «q.(29)

til ao that the procedure becoaaa alaoat aeaaeleae.

I have checked alao (by ooaaiderlag a toy aedel) that the

procedure ia eoupletely inapplicable to high wavea: the aatrix

eleatnta . .

obtained from aaive dual foranlaa are qual^tatifely different

«heir seal value*.
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In валу eaaea instead of naive formulas (29) QCD suggests a

refined version

with specific weî rfc functions $(£) ** S " . Equations of

this type are based on asymptotic freedom and dispersion relations

[23 t 4l. The resonance nasses and the position of the continuum

threshold are put in Ъу hand, the resonance coupling constants are

the desirable output* One of the first dispersion calculations re-

fers to photonic widths of C-even charmonium levels ̂ 23*1 . Sow ire

have other examples, see, e.e. J47l • This work is devoted to radi-

ative transitions 4"'-*̂  Y and ]/L -чЦ/Ф Y . ЗЪе author

starts with three-point functions

where j. and j are extenz^x charmed quark currents with, appropn-

ate quantum numbers, say, ^ « C C and \
 S

C V M & • ̂  eucli-

dean doaftin there exist two alternative expressions for the matrix

element (30) (fig.6) which results in an overdetermined set of

equations. Approximate solutions of these equations are displayed

in Table 3.

Por comparison this table contain* also the numbers obtained

with two different potentials. Xhe difference between the predict-

ions is especially large in the transitions ^ -»X« X and

J>AY



Pig.6. Graphieax representation of QCD duality
relations.

Decay mode , Г , к«7 [47]

8

31

31

108

160

136

. E^peria-(40]

21+1

18+1

16 + 1

100 + 30

£420

310 + 110

Potential Models
Eichten
et а!.[2Д

50

45

29

141

289

398

Bucbnuller
end Tye]*2j

58

49

38

182

381

496

Table 3. Radiative decay rates in charmonitm

Photon

These play a distinguished role uncovering a rich world of

C-evan charsoniuM levels* As for electric dipole transitions, no-

thing draeatic happened on this theoretical scene over last years.

Results obtained in the potential models, dispersion approach and

from nonrelatlTistle sua rules [48] (ShOBms-Beiche-Sohn, etcj co-

exist peacefully awaiting for future development. Soae of the»
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are collected in Sable 3, which contains also treeh experimental

data from SIAC \4Q] . Theoretical predictions are off- by a factor

of 2,

She situation in the ̂ family seems to be better. The photo-

nic transitions here were obseir^d in an indirect way £4°1 . She

CUS4 collaboration measured BH(S"»«• I -• 2 3«ts) with jets com-

ing essentially from 3? 0 and % 2 . Sfaey obtained the following nun-

bers:

Shis is in agreement with the potential model calculations

which imply, for instance, 29 + 6 ^ for the first branching ratio.

Unfortunately, this indirect measurement aays nothing about

the position of the ? levels.

A few words about Ml transitions. Allowed decays like j/i*-*

or ^ " * ? L Y should be described to а тегу good approximation by

the simplest formula

*•> . (32)

where JU> is the Dirac magnetic moment, f** « (quark charge)'

^oi /2л/ * Sometimes am. adhoc assumption is made according to

which с and b quarks may possess a large anomalous magnetic

moment which, of course, invalidates eq. (32). Shis assumption is

wrong. Hot only eq. (32) can be derived in a controllable way,

corrections to it are calculable and small. Actually, one can

show that {49,5O]
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,«м-

and slailar relations hold for & It is easy to understand why

»

there are no large corrections to the magnetic moment in the tran-

sitions like ffi"*1tY • Consider the amplitude * -+2.у and

represent it in the form of the dispersion integral in one of the

photons. She dominant contribution to the dispersion Integral

comes from « ^ r . qjher states are separated by a large gap,

$~=ZM$M (where AM
9
^p*'^f ) and their contribution is of

Order (P(d
s
(a)j . In this way we arrive at «q. (33) with correc-

tions being essentially determined by short distancss {49,50] •

laively one might expect that r(fc*Zli)/r(3/'f>-+t*'tr)

is close to 4/3, and, then, Г(У^-»7сУ) 9С 2.5 k«T. Perturba •-

tlve effects tend to increase the ratio of Г*9 «ifing (4/3)t

1*13 instead of 4/3; however, nonpreturbatiTe effects work in the

opposite direction; The minimal 'value whioii seeam to be admitted

by the modern theory in Г^-еЗф/Г^ДО-е ****'" ̂ « 0.9.

Then rf»J
fe
-*2y) . 4 ke? and Г(ЭЧ-*ЧсУ) « 1.7 keT. On the

other hand, according to the preliminary data of th« Crystal Ball

Collaboration,

Something is going wreng with this decay. 1зх order to reproduce

0.7 keV theoretically it is necessary to aeotmw that the ratio

tffc4$f?(W1t*+&€'\ iii suppressed Ъу a factor of 3.6 C-^0.
Instead of 1. зз)« It is impossible to епааг» such a «oppression

without a deep rerision of our basic notions• Рог theorists it
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would be much better if Cft/fa* ^cf)**? would grow by 2-3

times but I am afraid that the SLA.C people do not share my hope.

Notice that with Г (*|
C
,-

J
»2.'y]s: 0.37 Pjfj^-»***.") fis 1.7 ke.V we

get a lot of troubles in other places \y\
 9
 in particular, enormous

violations of the Appelquist-Politzer recipe, which cannot be under-

stood in ал. г way.

In the ЪЪ familty the small masu difference M
v
- M , hampers
* Ik

searches for the decay. The numbers look pessimistic, indeed

Unfortunately, it is not easier to reach И starting froa

Decays like 1С'-» foY «^ *~*%У «и* forbidden in

the non-relativistic liait. She *¥ decay ie «eea experimentally

with the rate

^ 0.6 + 0.2 U V . (35)

Thus, deviations from the non-relatiristic approxLaatioa should be

essential, that does the theory м у on that?

Recently it was argued J5O] that the т •• ]
C
Y transition

is basically due to the gluon admixture in the ¥"' w a n function

the argueentation Is as follows. If the local duality ic valid*

one can substitute the amplitude

in the dual sense, by

quarks.gluens) A<<juarka,e2.uone —• У' f * ) (36)
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Ihe latter product is easily calculable, of course, which, in turn,

fixes AlT-^fcY} . The theoretical result is compatible with

(35)* Ihat is more important, numerically dominant contribution to

(36) comes from the intermediate state СС~в- .It is natural

to interprete this fact as the gluon admixture in P Simulta-

neously, Г[Ф
и
-9 feY)

 i e
 P«dicted to be large,

such larger than in standard potential models where Ф ~*%У

decay is strongly forbidden. Unfortunately, it is not easy to

check the latter estimate experimentally because the corresponding

branching ratio does not exceed 5*1O~
5
 ,

For the "УР the decay rate is suppressed as compared to

^ "* %¥ы
 *У ** least the following factor

Еттт th» ratio of the. coupling constants characterizes the gluon

•dmixfror» and 0«8 reflects the $гчяе space. Combining with. eq. (35)

we get

* . a»

lin breaoalae ratio ie expected to be rautllcr than

5ЯСГ* •

H I . ШДОСШС MCATS.

Old

S » lseuea dleo«Me<& up to apv X9tir «ostly to he*-»y quarks
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and their relations with tb« surrounding vacuum medium. We. proceed

now to another fundamental aspect - coupling o? heavy quarkonium

to old hadrone. Theoretical and experimental investigations in

this field give information on the structure of Q3 systems, glue-

balls and traditional old hadrons. In many cases the information

is unique since it is impossible to get it in other ways»

Decays

The famous Appelquist-Politzer recipe \l\ prescribes to cal

culate elementary lowest-order processes

instead of summing over a large number of exclusive channels, fhl*

brilliant invention is applicable, beyond any doubt, to asymptoti-

cally heavy Q$ states* We are interested, however, in charmonim

and bottonium, and here various preasymptotic (non-perturbative)

corrections may be important»

The Appelquist-Politser recipe assumes an ideal gluon-hadx^n

duality. Por light quarks 9 QeT
2
 (** M » ) is indeed an asympto-

tic domain where the hadron cross section coincides with the quark

one. Is this valid for gluons as well?

The onset of asymptotic behaviour is determined by nos»per-

turbative effects - one can hardly doubt this fact today, Shsee

are drastically different йл quark and gluon channels. Sluoooic

currents are coupled to vacuum fields much stronger than quark

ones (fig.7,for details £51J ), and, as a result, the asymptotic

regime sets is for gluons at larger energies.
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wwU \ww»

(о) (Ы

Pig.7. < 6
2
> effects in correlation functions of quark

and gluon currents. In the gluon case (b) we deal
with the Born.graphs. In the quark case (a) diag-
rams necessarily contain loops. Each extra loop
gives a suppression factor of order

It is not A simple task to find quantitatively what this

energy really is. Still, some estimate» exist.in the literature.

In |5il it was shown that

two gluons, J* - 0- * *-
 i6
 W (40)

where s
Q
 denotes, the boundary of asymptotic domain. If so, the

charmoniuB family is in dangerous vicinity from the critical zone,

or, may be, even inside it. Therefore, I would not be surprised

by some (moderate) deviations from perturbative formulas for cc

annihilation. On the other hand, the ЬЬ" annihilation should be

described to a good accuracy by these formulas.

Of course, it is important to obtain reliable ancl accurate

theoretical answers for cc as soon as possible. She best thing we

can do at present is to check the Applequist-Politzer prescription

phenomenologically* Unfortunately, the phenooenological situation

is rather controversial. On one hand, the recent measurement of

BR(ff ""V
4
/*"* ) |*°J cicely confirms, among other things, this re-

cipe.



Indeed, starting from V(jC -*£>** / - 1.17 + 0.05 keV and

BR( ТС-*/Л¥/*~) - 3.3 * 0.5Э6 we get

Г
Ы
СС)- 35.5+7 keV or Г ^

 ы
/ 0 С ) - 27 * 6 keY .

Aasuming that P , ^
 k
^
r
 = P

3
 we find

where the (P[^i) correction on the left-hand aide waa found

recently by Mackenzie and Lepage \52\ (in US aches»). It is easy

to extract now the quarlc-gluon coupling constant, о(хС*\У *

= 0.156 + 0.013 • Then the standard renorolization group formula

yields etsC**c) =• 0.210 + 0.028 which implies in turn

15.5 + б (42)

The agreement with the experimental number, 9.2 + 2.4, is quite

satisfactory.

On the other hand, due to efforts of the SLAC group (Crystal

Ball) we know now the hadronic widths of fL and X
o
 :

P» - 12.4 + 4.1 KeV, I V - 16.3 + 3.6 HeV (43)

Their photonic widths are aore or less fixed theoretically {4"]

(4.4-6 and 4.5 - 5.5 keV, respectively), and we сад совфвге the

ratios
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with .

(44)

A formidable work has been done in order to account for the first-

order perturbative correction in the ratios like (44) |52,5з7 . in

the Л
с
 case, for instance, it was found \53j that

-*«#?*••«•

where m is the quark mass, and the coefficient of «(j actually

depends on renormalization procedure. (Eq. (45) refers to the so-

called IIS scheme). This coefficient can be minimized by a proper

choice of normalization point [_54J .

With «£ (*%,) «0.2 the Oft*) correction amounts to

- essential, but not dangerous, in the sense that the perturbative

series seems to be under control and does not blow up. Substituting

the two-photon widths we get *tuUr^%)s^~^ M e V» anti *iie a n a^°g° u 3

result fот П jf.1/
1
») is 6.2-7.6 MeV. Ihe experimental data quoted

in (42) seen to exceed systematically, by a factor of 2; these

numbers, notice that if СЫс"
9
 2-̂ Г/

 =
 1.7 keV as suggested by

^[^/^"^jtt/flim ^
s e e a D < > l v r e

) Ша&ъ the discrepancy amounts to

a factor of 4 in the ^ case - the possibility which is diffi-

cult to imagine. Notice that in the tensor channel (i.e. for / 2 )

the Appelquist-Politzer recipe works perfectly and yields 1.7-2.3

MeV for f ^
r
 (fa") * while the experimental width is 1.8+0.6 MeV.

There emerges an impression that the anomaly takes place only for

spin zero. The possibility of such a situation was predicted theo-

reticallytS4].
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Returning to technical aspects let me demonstrate a few useful

expressions Г52
#
5э1 whose derivation required a lot of conputatio-

work

Ф'*)
t 4 6 )

where B U *
0
) - Г (J*

6
 - » г у )/ Г ( J

W
 -• gluoaa). The«e ratios

are convenient because they are independent of the renonalisation

scheme. Of much practical import
a
nce ia the recent result of Mack-

enzie and Lepage [-

(47)

Other details as well a» numerical examples can oe found in the

paper by Barbieri et al. ̂ 3">J * which sires a nice review of the

whole subject.

Bxclusive Hadr"n1c Decays

Here we are witnessing a considerable progress in theoretical

understanding. Pirst, it was demonstrated \55,5б) that the well

developed forn-factor technique fcjQ is applicable to exclusive

decays like^o-Vir^ir"*, <fft *"»f*J ... in the liait of J K - » » O

(see fig.8). Shis fact alone implies a lot of useful "selection

rules"t some of the decays turn out to be suppressed as compared

to others Tss] , for instance
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fig.6, typical diagram describing exclusive annihilation
of heavy qaartoniw. Bach gluon line carries nomen-
tim of order au Initial and final quark legs are
soft and should be substituted by corresponding
wave functions»

QQ l e v e l

4
4
4
4
л

Suppressed
node

/ /

/B

loBHnvpressed
jiiode

rrr
/»
rr

A typical prediction for a two-particle nod» looks like

г

(48)

«here e<f is an effective coupling constant and I
o
 is an integ-

ral over the pion wave function
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Previous attempts to guess the wave function or substitute

it by its asymptotic form invariably led to extremely small bran-

ching ratios - of order 10 - 10 -' in charmonium - in sharp

disagreement rath experiment. Chemyak and Zhytnitsky extracted

'fir (£) from QCD sum rules Jj59J similar to those I have discus-

sed above. The following function saturates the sum rules:

*•($)• frff-tV (49)
(She result refers to a rather low normalisation point figuring

in charmonium decays). The curve for ^rfe/ is presented in fig.9;

in comparison with traditional models it has an unexpected shape.

With this rather broad distribution they obtain, for instance

(The corresponding experimental numbers : 1 + 0»3/£ and 0.15 +

+ 0.07 °/9 , respectively). Let me also quote a typical predict»

ion for bo":

~и

This result merely shows thet it will be almost inpoesible to ob-

serve exclusive hadronie modes in the lC family .
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-1
. \

. 1

J%

1 <f>

л
1

Fig. 9* Plon ware function (In the infinite momentum
frame) versus У »

1 - CZ wave fun^ion extracted from QOD sum rules
(normalization point yu.ss 0.5 GeV};

2 - asymptotic form of

3 - a popular aod«l - flat distritoution .

m-i ti м м OuA3*lconiun

like

or (50)

and others of that type probe tixe gluonic content of ordinary

hadron», Gottfried was the first who emphasized ffco] that transit-

ions £d) can be viewed as a two-step process: first, emission of

soft gluons by heavy quarks at relatively short distances, and

then conversion of the gluons into light hadrons at relatively

large distances. So long as quarkonium size is small as compared

to that of "old*1 hadrons, one can consistently use the well-known

•nltipole expansion to describe the gluon emission (бО-бз] .

Factorization alone (plus symaetry properties of the transit-

ion amplitudes) yields a lot of predictions for relative rates,

for instance
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Ноге intriguing is a unique possibility of testing QC5 low-

energy theorems. Within the framework of the multipole expansion

the following decomposition is valid [64I

A(*i

where С and П denote ehromoelectrie and cnronomagaetic

fields, and the coefficient functions C^ , C
2
 code information on.

heavy quarkonium. These coefficients are proportional to each other

and cancel in the ratio of the amplitudes; moreover, in particular

quarkomVmn models they can be found explicitly 6̂SQ •

At first sight it seems impossible to calculate such non-tri-

vial matrix elements as

(52)

which reflect conversion of gluons to mesons at large distances.

Surprisingly, we can do that, starting from first principles only.

These matrix elements are related to the so called triangle anoma-

lies in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor and in the diver-

gence of the axial-vector current. She answers are so attractive

that I cannot help illustrating them by a few examples. Say,

^о(Б* В /1ПГ> reduces to a combination of the following

quantities (64,
 6
gj. w £ ^ g * f*0*),«*(/*) '
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(b is. the first coefficient in the Gell-Kann function, P is the

gluon «hare of pion's momentum; analogous quantity for nucleon is

measured in deep inelastic scattering; uu ie a normalization point

of order of the inverse quarkonium radius).

She ratio r№*J/W)/r(V'-*ty*i) was found in £?4]
in perfect agreement with experiment. For bottonium these authors

predict

f
WMeV /

(53)

She shape of the pion spectrum is also well understood |j>6j,. Namely

where

and

X • £7- °^(^)f (M) — 0.2 for charmonium

The second term -~'K/5~ in eq. (54) is due to the D-wave contri-

bution, end thus, suppression of the D wave ( TK^ffr*" 1/125) is

explained theoretically. Jlotice that the value of >C is non-uni-

versal: in 1? "^X^WT it is expected fa Ъ* ышШ*х Ъ& a factor

of 2.



Рог very heavy quarks forsdag Coulombic levels the quarkonium

coefficients C., Cg are calculable, and, hence, the absolute ratea

are fixed unambiguously. With real с and b quarks, however,

which are not heavy enough, one has to invoke models. One of the»

Is developed la ref. [65^ • Perhaps, the most interesting finding

here is an unexpected suppression of the If -*>1С1Г1Г transition

due to unfortunate cancellations in Cj • She authors argue that

V(1C<+iCff1fJ should be smaller than iYXT -+ХК1Г) , while naive

estimates (29] Imply that Т{Х*-*Х**)/Г()г'-»]С Т* ) » 5-20.

Meanwhile the 1С -*X''*T decay has .been observed (44Q

with the branching ratio * several percent (Г C~K *-*&*') • of

order of 1 keV; compare with [40,67^ f^'-*>firir ) де, - 7.S +

+ 1.5 keV). A strong suppression is quite evident, and this shows-

that the model of [65J is not bad* at least at the qualitative le-

vel.

The most important lesson supported by data is the applicabi-

lity of the multipole expansion in bottonlum and even епагшоп&я

families. If the audience is not entirely convinced by the facts

already presented let me add a few words about jf-^Xrjr . The

multipole expansion implies that

c
f

where G^
8
y is the non-relativiatic Green function in color-octet

state. In other words, one may expect that

or ?(Y •* JtV)T ) & б кеУ. Ihis expectation agrees vary well
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with recant data ^4o| (see also \s8] ).

Badronic transitions are promising in сое more respect. The

cascade

seems to be the beet way to discover two elusive bl> levels:
 1
P.

and hi- . She "bottle-neck" of this chain is the first decay whose
о

branching ratio is not large» According to [65] it ia about 1%

but further efforts are needed in order to eliminate theoretical

. uaoertainties inherent to this work. Once ^P. ie produced the

problea of *1 is solred: alaost every second decay of P^ is

One last reaark concerns isotopic ajwhji violatinc decays

tyUzjftf ад. 2~-*]ПГ
9
. fhey Masure directly the current quark

masses, fo be «ore exact, the following theorem hold*

where ш stands for the u.d.a-quark mass» / c is * characteris-

tic scale of strong interactions (few hundred Ш Т ) , and the analo

gous relation is valid, of course, for * • She existing data

are compatible with the standard -values of m : m^ s 7.5» m

~ 4 and m
s
 «= 120 Me7.

* -̂  T'

In gluoax physics these processes are analogs of the famous



e+e" annihilation. In the quark-gluon language we say that

hadrons (57)

(fig.10). fiegulating the photon energy we simultaneously regulate

the invariant mass of the hadronie system,

"«light hadron» - &1-*' * "

eo that, in principle, all the Interval froe zero to M 2 is whithin

reach. Practically, experlnental difficulties block investigations

in the domain x £ 0.5.

The lowest-order QCD predicts T7ll the inclusive probability

(58)

Eq.(58) actually aasuats a perfeot gluon-hadron duality, which i s ,

evidently, violated at large z (small Взд

1.1 '»>

(a) (b)

?ig.lO. Radiative annihilation of 7/t (1С ) («,) inolu-
sive; (b) exclusive. In the latter ease the extra
factor» VZT are coapensated by a large loga-
rithm (*.4n M

l
A~bu ) •"edging froa the loop integ-

ration T^ration.

From SLAC data referring to ь?Г Jj2J we know that the
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total rate Is more or less compatible with eq. (58)» although the

shape of the photon spectrum at x > 0.5 has nothing to do with the

perturbative result. The questions number one are : "which

do actually saturate the total probability?" and "at which

does the parton-like regime set in?" Che latter parameter, the

boundary of asymptotic domain, Is aa important dynamical characte-

ristic. For light quarks, as we know from e
+
e~ annihilation, it 1з

about 1.5 Gey
2

 t
 but there are good reasons to believe that this

scale is non-universal. It was argued that the boundary shifts to

higher values in the gluonic sector, s
0
 *** 6 GeV~ (eq. (40) and

ref.pij). If so, the genuine glueball continuum can hardly be inves-

tigated in the ofyr radiative decays, and this will become the

prerogative of the X*physics (x С 0.94).

On the other hand, the resonance production is much easier to

study starting with <^r • It is generally believed that the glu-

on pair in (57) materializes in the form of a glueball, basically

2* gluebcJLl. the conclusion seems to be based on the perturbative

analysis of ref. jV* I would lit* to emphasize that in exclusive

decays of the type

»-У +a«*»oa (59)

*• +

situation is far fro* being^ simple. Indeed, in the СЁ channels

direct non-perturbative fluctuations effectively mix the quark

and gluon degrees of freedom, so that quark-meson production is

not suppressed at all (ref. |5ip»

Гот Z* the non-perturbativ* mixing is small; however, there

is another effect which is often forgotten about. She gluons are

emitted in the annihilation process at distances fl/m. In other

woroa, the gluon source reduces to 9м*(**) , where m denotes



the normalization point and @pj ie the gluon piece of the

energy-momentum tensor. On the other hand, the characteristic off-

shellnesa in the meson wave function is of order К^од^ (&

hundred MeV); one should account for evolution from m down to

R
~onf • ***

 a г е 8 и 1
* *b

e r e
 emerges the ataadard logarithmic Hiring

( 6 0 )

the mixing parameter € being of order unity (fig. 10b). This ex-

plains, in particular, why the classical quark meson f is pro-

duced in reaction (59) without noticeable suppression.

Still, beyond any doubt, the final hadronic system should be

enriched by various unusual states. According to phenomenological.

analysis of Ishikowa [74J the observed f spectrum assumes the

existence of a broad tensor glueball with mass around 2 GeV (fig.

11). Tensor gluonium with such mass is welcome by the QCD sum rules

The resonance peak in the КК.ТГ node at ^ 1.44 Ge? L.75J

also attracted much attention during the last year. She parents of

this resonance at SIAC named it Ь (iota).

Some facts are already established for certain, for instance,

^ - 1440 t 10 fceV and Г^ - 6 0 + 20 lliT, J* - 0" .

Moreover, iota does not coincide with the so-called E meson,

known from ebrong interactions. However, the main question of its

gluonic nature is still opes» There are arguments pro and con

interpretation ^77,78^ . Personally I do not think this
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is ft gLueball because I expect gluonium states to be heavier.

Pie.ll. Voanalised photon spectrum in \//¥* radiative

•annihilation versus x . r « (d Г ^ ^ e x p ?

(й Г / 4 * )
l o w e 8 t

^
) p u # r Q C D #

 She Brett-Wiener curve

represents Ishikawa's fit with M « 2 GeV and

*t«t- • О. б GeV. Data points are from ref.

.QGB-based analysis [51J indicates that the pseudoscalar

mass ie hi^ier than 2 - 2.5 GeV. If so, the 1.4 peak might be an

exotic state* say ^%Ч. °т оЪйТГ . Farther analysis is

needed in order to prove or reject this conjecture.

fiich potential possibilities of the ч!%¥ radiative annihilat-

ion Ъеоавв obvious with the discovery of the next new meson ^76]

В (1640), whioh was announced by Sr.Soharre. fresumably, its
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quantum numbers are 2
+
, and this may well be the first glueball

we have ever seen. It is obvious that it is not the end of the *

story, rather, it's the beginning»

Among other decay modes of •J/
{
i or J I would like to men-

tion Yt,
 a n d
 ft '

 г Ь е r a t i o oi
 *

b e
 corresponding widths redu-

ces to [79З

•(phase-space factors) (61)

V/hile the denominator here is fixed by syoaietry properties alone,

the numerator codes highly non-trivial information on gluon coup-

ling to Y) . Several models suggest their own answer for

^ *l И
г
> J80-83, 54] . The ezpariJMntal result of lart-.

ridge et al. [84J

^1'Г1
Г
\У » 5.9 i 1.5

implies that

{°\&<9&$'Р'Я **f Cl20~160

in agreement v/ith QCD-based estimates |85j •

Super-aBavy Quarks

Superheavy quarkonium may represent a fascinating world where

the roles of weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions are re-

versed as compared to those we get used to. Weak-interaction ef-

fects negligible in charmonium and bottonium may turn out to be

essential or even dominant in tT . Everything ia transparent here
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ftOa. theoretical point of view - the Coulomb description i» valid

within limits determined by the theory - but the decay properties

«re vary peculiar, indeed J8$J •

Sor moderate masse* в^ jt 20 fleV weak decays of quarks for-

iXLug quarkonium levels show up while the role of three-gluon an-

nihilation goes down* At m^ « 30 GeV the corresponding branching

ratio does sot exceed 30 y£ • With increasing the quark mass the

interplay of various forces becomes even more spectacular. For

instance, in the vicinity of 2 the leptonic width of a higher

excited state which is closer to the Z pole should be larger

than that of a lower state f£7i • She list of funny thine? can be

easily continued further.

After the discovery of j/'j' and pioneerong paper of Appelquist

and Politser heavy quarkoniun theory has gone far away. It is a

popular business now with its specific problems and methods. In my

talk I tried to discuss only a few topics leaving untouched such

issues as

(i) exotic states QTJ + a gluon excitation;

(ii) broad levels above flavor thresholds;

(iii) static energy from fundamental QCZ>;

and some others. I am less familiar with them and. have not heard

of any decisive programs in these directions.

She progress in this field of high energy physics was surpri-

singly rapid. She list of major theoretical and experimental find-

ings of the last year includes no lees than 10-15 items, and, what

is more important, the resources are far from being exhausted. I
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am sure that all new efforts invested in the field will be repayed.

This talk would probably be Impossible without permanent eon»

tacts with my colleague* from the theoretical department of HEP.

Jly point of view on ssany question* considered here resulted from

discussions with them and common work»
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